One quarter of bridges in Canada and the United States need repair. The present study provides a critical overview of the state-of-the-art existing condition assessment techniques for reinforced concrete bridges, with an emphasis on current practice in North America. The techniques were classified into five categories, including visual inspection, load testing, non-destructive evaluation, structural health monitoring, and finite element modelling. The potential applications of these technologies are discussed and compared, highlighting their primary advantages and limitations. The review revealed that quantitative assessment could be effectively achieved using several complementary technologies. It is shown that there is need for concerted research efforts to achieve automated data collection and interpretation analyses. Also, the configuration of monitoring systems was found to be paramount in effectively assessing bridge performance parameters of interest. The study suggests appropriate investigation methods for some bridge deterioration mechanisms. Knowledge gaps and challenges in this field are outlined in order to motivate further research and development of these technologies.
Introduction
Bridge failures can be catastrophic, both in terms of human life and economic loss. According to the Canadian infrastructure report card (2016), 26% of bridges are in fair, poor or very poor condition, and US $50 billion needs to be invested for bridge replacement and maintenance. Likewise, about 25% of bridges in the USA are either structurally deficient or functionally obsolete, and $70.9 billion is needed to address their maintenance [1] . Reinforced concrete (RC) bridges often deteriorate due to ageing, materials and construction defects, exposure to aggressive environments, lack of ductility, and excessive loads. The distinction among their major degradation causes is purely qualitative since such mechanisms can act in synergy. Different deterioration processes lead to different types of defects, which represent the main challenge in bridge inspection programmes. In addition, fire is one of the most severe hazards to which RC bridges may be subjected during its service life. Bridge management systems (BMSs) have been developed to assist decision makers in maximizing the safety, serviceability, and functionality of bridges within available budgets. The basic components of a BMS are illustrated in Figure 1 . The architecture of a typical BMS consists of a database, condition and structural assessment modules, a deterioration prediction module, a lifecycle cost module, and a maintenance optimization module. The database stores inventory and appraisal data. The condition assessment module evaluates the existing health condition of the bridge(s). The deterioration prediction module estimates the future condition of bridge components. The life-cycle cost module calculates agency and user costs 
Review Objectives
The main goal of the present study is to elucidate upon the current state-of-the-art techniques of RC BCA, with emphasis on the current practice in Canada and the United States. To achieve this goal, the following specific objectives are pursued:
1. Delineate recent research efforts on the available techniques and investigate the versatility of their applications; 2. Define the strengths, limitations, and challenges associated with the application of each technique; 3. Identify knowledge gaps for further research; and 4. Formulate recommendations towards the selection of appropriate assessment techniques so as to identify specific deterioration types.
Review Methodology
The methodology adopted to achieve the review objectives is as follows: Reliable bridge condition assessment (BCA) has become vital to predicting the future performance and optimizing bridge maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement (MR&R) needs. Visual inspection is the default bridge inspection methodology, yet its results heavily depend on the expertise and judgment of bridge inspectors, yielding primarily qualitative and subjective results. Advanced BCA techniques are evolving rapidly and have reached a certain level of maturity. An extensive literature survey indicates that there is a considerable number of studies on specific assessment techniques. For instance, there has been significant focus in using non-destructive evaluation technologies for detecting several deterioration indicators and load testing techniques for determining safe loading levels. The use of various structure health monitoring systems for sensing structural performance and finite element modelling for numerically predicting bridge reliability are also gaining popularity. However, there is no single study in the literature that surveys, in a systematic and rigorous manner, the state-of-the-art work on the entire BCA field. Therefore, there is need to understand how the assessment techniques, as they pertain to decision-making, have evolved and what is their present state. The present study provides a concise critical review of achievements on RC BCA methods to determine prospects for improvement and to delineate key challenges that need concerted future research efforts. Thus, a significant gap in the body of knowledge of RC bridge assessment field would be filled.
Review Objectives
1.
Delineate recent research efforts on the available techniques and investigate the versatility of their applications; 2.
Define the strengths, limitations, and challenges associated with the application of each technique; 3.
Identify knowledge gaps for further research; and 4.
Formulate recommendations towards the selection of appropriate assessment techniques so as to identify specific deterioration types.
Developing a structured framework for conducting a comprehensive literature review on RC BCA based on a vast amount of papers published; 2.
Using this framework to gain an understanding of the current state of the RC BCA research field; and 3.
Developing a conceptual framework identifying areas of concern with regard to RC BCA techniques. Figure 2 illustrates the developed methodological framework for implementing the review. It consists of two phases in which the first phase is the search for and selection of papers to include in the review and the second phase is the classification of the papers. The first phase started by collecting a comprehensive range of recent research on BCA. The articles were carefully selected from eight diverse academic journals within the domain of bridge construction and management in an attempt to capture recent and relevant developments. Leading research conferences on the topic were also considered in a similar manner. The articles were searched using key phrases, such as "RC bridge assessment" and "RC bridge condition rating". This process initially identified 197 papers. The retrieved articles were further examined to extract their main findings and emphasis. Articles whose primary focus was not based on quantitative evaluation were discarded. Accordingly, the final survey qualitatively aggregates the results of a selected set consisting of 158 research studies, among which 70% were published over the last five years. The second phase started by exploring the performance indicators of RC bridges. The techniques were then classified into categories and each article was evaluated so as to be defined into the relevant category. The techniques of each category were discussed to identify their key application areas, principal strengths, and limitations. Finally, a conceptual framework was developed to address the challenges and technology gap that need further research and development and to formulate recommendations for the selection of appropriate technologies. 1. Developing a structured framework for conducting a comprehensive literature review on RC BCA based on a vast amount of papers published; 2. Using this framework to gain an understanding of the current state of the RC BCA research field; and 3. Developing a conceptual framework identifying areas of concern with regard to RC BCA techniques. Figure 2 illustrates the developed methodological framework for implementing the review. It consists of two phases in which the first phase is the search for and selection of papers to include in the review and the second phase is the classification of the papers. The first phase started by collecting a comprehensive range of recent research on BCA. The articles were carefully selected from eight diverse academic journals within the domain of bridge construction and management in an attempt to capture recent and relevant developments. Leading research conferences on the topic were also considered in a similar manner. The articles were searched using key phrases, such as "RC bridge assessment" and "RC bridge condition rating". This process initially identified 197 papers. The retrieved articles were further examined to extract their main findings and emphasis. Articles whose primary focus was not based on quantitative evaluation were discarded. Accordingly, the final survey qualitatively aggregates the results of a selected set consisting of 158 research studies, among which 70% were published over the last five years. The second phase started by exploring the performance indicators of RC bridges. The techniques were then classified into categories and each article was evaluated so as to be defined into the relevant category. The techniques of each category were discussed to identify their key application areas, principal strengths, and limitations. Finally, a conceptual framework was developed to address the challenges and technology gap that need further research and development and to formulate recommendations for the selection of appropriate technologies. 
Bridge Performance Indicators
Bridge performance indicators include scour assessment, fatigue assessment, seismic assessment, and condition assessment including load carrying capacity. For a majority of RC bridges spanning watercourses or located in flood plains, failures are attributed to scour damage, which is difficult to detect in real time. Scour is a common soil-structure interaction problem. Scour reduces the stiffness of foundation systems and can cause bridge piers to fail without warning. Continuous changes in climate and the increasing frequency of flooding has led to a higher risk of such bridge failures. Several studies investigated the scour mechanism and how to predict its depth [2, 3] , and various types of instrumentation have been developed to measure a response of a bridge to scour (e.g., tiltmeters and accelerometers). However, appropriate preventive measures are difficult to apply when scour damage is detected. Therefore, scour monitoring is an important topic for transportation owners, especially during high-flood events and in coastal areas. Currently, there are research efforts investigating scour monitoring using changes in a bridge structural dynamic properties [4] .
Loads caused by short-term traffic, variable long-term loads, and wind could lead to fatigue failure in bridges. Generally, two types of fatigue loading can result in different failure characteristics: low-cycle fatigue, in which the load is applied at high stress levels for a relatively low number of cycles; and high-cycle fatigue corresponding to a large number of cycles at lower stresses [5] . Fatigue failure modes could be classified as compression, bending, shear or bonding failure. The fatigue life of a bridge depends as much on the stress levels as on the stress range and the number of loading cycles. However, several models have been developed for bridge fatigue reliability assessment and the prediction of fatigue life of reinforcing steel rebar based on dynamic analysis, stress wave analysis, and finite element analysis [6] .
Bridges located in areas subjected to seismic forces are commonly designed according to specific codes (e.g., performance and displacement-based design) to resist such forces without collapse [7] . However, the primary causes of bridge seismic damage include soil liquefaction, bridge age, design or construction modifications, and inelastic deformation during strong earthquakes. There are numerous studies in the literature on the seismic risk assessment of bridges. However, the inherent difficulties of upgrading existing RC bridges to current structural standards highlight the need for more research studies. For further details, Table 1 illustrates evaluation techniques of some bridge performance indicators and their related references. It should be noted that fire resistance is the duration during which a bridge member exhibits acceptable performance with respect to structural integrity, stability and heat transmission. While provision for appropriate fire safety measures is a major design requirement in buildings, essentially no structural fire safety provisions for bridges exist [29] . More deatails can be found in Naser and Kodur [29] and Garlock et al. [30] .
Bridge Condition Assessment Approaches
The condition assessment of an existing RC bridge aims at determining whether the bridge will function safely over a specified residual service life. Guidelines for assessment of existing bridges have been developed in many countries. They are commonly separated in phases, starting with a preliminary evaluation, followed by a detailed investigation, expert investigation, and finally an advanced assessment, depending on the structural condition of the investigated bridge [5] . Based on the different applications of the selected articles, as defined by their original authors, it was decided to classify the relevant techniques into five categories as shown in Figure 3 . Each category is investigated herein to frame its knowledge gaps and highlight its research needs.
Visual Inspection
Visual inspection (VI) is the primary component of all existing BMSs. In Canada and the United States, routine VI is often conducted within 24-month intervals depending on the condition of the bridge (often coded by infrastructural agencies manuals and procedures). Enhanced inspection to access all areas of bridges over 30 years old are typically done with a maximum six years interval, while emergency detailed inspection should be carried out immediately when a component contributing to the overall bridge stability has failed, in case of imminent failure, or when public safety is at risk. The use of bridge inspection reporting software has been explored by several asset management software developers. A bridge inspection software typically consists of interactive forms that retrieve customized inspection guidelines and relevant historic bridge inspection data, capture bridge evaluation data, and automatically associate the captured information with the bridge components, making the bridge inspection documentation intuitive [31] .
Research results indicate that assessing a bridge condition by VI alone is unreliable, being unable to identify correctly the repair priorities [32] . Although the qualifications and experience of those leading bridge inspection are recognised by most inspection standards, the quality and consistency of visual inspection results greatly depend on the motivation and equipment of those conducting such inspections. In spite of the fact that VI is subjective and qualitative, it has been the dominant practice for BCA and for input parameters in deterioration models. An advantage of VI is that it involves a broad evaluation of the entire bridge and is not limited to the detection or assessment of a specific type of damage or a component of the bridge. The VI costs depend on the characteristics of the bridge and are positively correlated to the level of inspection details and frequency. The major components of VI costs belong to traffic management and labour. VI costs increase for instance in cases of underwater inspection to evaluate scour [33] . Increased awareness of the shortcomings of visual inspection has motivated advanced BCA approaches. Although more quantitative models of structural deterioration have been developed, they have yet to be incorporated in existing BMSs. Thus, the review reveals the need for unified guidelines and BCA procedures capable of using the accessible data collected during the VI process and accounting for the uncertainty and complexity associated with detailed inspection process. 
Load Testing
Condition assessments for the global structure integrity of existing concrete bridges are commonly addressed through structural analysis, load testing, or a combination of methods. For instance, the reliability bridge evaluation rating process described in the AASHTO's (American Association of State Highway and Transportation) manual [34] is based on load testing. Load testing is a procedure to determine the safe loading levels of a bridge, leading to a load rating which provides the capacity level of a bridge. Through forced static and dynamic load testing in varied load patterns, the maximum response can be detected using strain transducers placed at critical locations on the bridge. Forced vibration testing combined with system identification have been used for many decades to determine the dynamic characteristics of bridge. Load tests are broadly divided into two categories: proving load tests, which are intended as self-supporting alternatives to theoretical assessments, and supplementary load tests, which are intended to be used as an adjunct to theoretical calculations [35] . However, the load ratings can be determined by allowable stress, load factor, or load and resistance factor methods. Bridge ratings performed by all three methods follow similar basic procedure, differing primarily in the load or resistance factors in the rating equation. Although, the ratings are determined in both inventory and operating load levels, these three competing rating methods may yield different rated capacities for the same bridge [36] .
Not only do older bridges deteriorate over time, but they may also not have been designed for increased load demand. Therefore, the required load capacity of an existing bridge should be determined according to the extreme load effects that the bridge will experience from actual traffic during its remaining service life. Extreme vehicle loads have been researched through methods such as probabilistic vehicle weight models, consecutive traveling vehicle models, and simulation [14] . Another practical procedure of BCA via load testing is using B-WIM (bridge-weight in motion) monitoring data where the strain measurements can evaluate the bridge condition, especially for bridges under load restriction due to distress [37] . However, it should be noted that this testing is only confined to the elastic range (assuming that a heavily overloaded truck representing ultimate load), which gives no information on the non-elastic performance at the ultimate limit state.
Bridge strains, displacements, and accelerations can be measured during load testing. Vertical displacement has been considered as the most important among various structural health parameters that could be used for predicting consequent damage or deterioration in RC bridges. For instance, deflection in RC bridges increases with reductions in stiffness when cracking of the concrete occurs. Therefore, service limit states, specified in several design codes and standards, indicate that deflections throughout the entire service life of a bridge must not exceed acceptable limits. Measuring 
Bridge strains, displacements, and accelerations can be measured during load testing. Vertical displacement has been considered as the most important among various structural health parameters that could be used for predicting consequent damage or deterioration in RC bridges. For instance, deflection in RC bridges increases with reductions in stiffness when cracking of the concrete occurs. Therefore, service limit states, specified in several design codes and standards, indicate that deflections throughout the entire service life of a bridge must not exceed acceptable limits. Measuring deflections during a load test can be done using linear variable differential transducers-LVDTs, and fibre-optic or similar sensors mounted on a fixed support. While these systems have high rates of data acquisition and reasonable accuracy, it is usually difficult to install them on bridges spanning waterways, bridges with heavy traffic, and when there is need of placing the sensors in contact with an auxiliary frame linked to the ground [38] . Other options include topographical methods, hydraulic methods, and the radar interferometry system. Generally, the topographical methods have low resolution and do not provide high rates of readings, preventing their use for obtaining influence lines and accurate deflection measures. The hydraulic methods have similar drawbacks in addition to the effects of temperature on measurements, while the radar system does not directly measure deflections, which makes it difficult to apply. However, applying the geodetic technique using a robotic total station or a theodolite has been successfully used for bridges characterized by large deflections [38] .
Bridge structural integrity can also be assessed by the most probable values of the structural element properties, such as the stiffness obtained using vibration measurements. For instance, Chen et al. [39] applied image processing methods and utilized the data of vibration measurements and video-based traffic monitoring to update the probability distributions of the elements' stiffness where the most probable values served as reliable indicators of the bridge structural integrity. Wang et al. [36] assessed several existing bridge structures and recommended guidelines, established by a coordinated load testing programme and a finite element model (FEM) integrated within a structural reliability framework to determine practical bridge rating methods. However, loads experienced by bridges are often inferred from limited measurements of external conditions (e.g., ambient temperature, wind speed/direction, wave heights). Therefore, the monitoring of load testing can be combined with other technologies such as structural health monitoring methods for improved assessment of concrete bridges.
Structural Health Monitoring
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a non-destructive in situ sensing and evaluation technique that uses multiple sensors embedded in a structure to monitor and analyze the structural response and detect anomalous behaviour in order to estimate deterioration and to evaluate its consequences regarding response, capacity, and service life. In recent years, several SHM systems have been developed and implemented to provide information for bridge maintenance strategies. Most SHM systems have similar fundamental elements: (1) measurements by sensors and instrumentation, (2) structural assessment (e.g., peak strains or modal analysis), and (3) BCA to support MR&R related decision-making [40] . The functionality of a SHM system depends on the type and number of sensors used. A monitoring system may rely on single or multiple sensor types, which can be tailored to capture a variety of physical measurements associated with loads, environmental conditions, and bridge responses [41] . A SHM system with a variety of sensor types can identify material parameters such as concrete creep, shrinkage and corrosion, environmental effects including temperature gradients and dynamic responses, such as traffic-induced vibrations [42] . Table 2 summarizes some common SHM systems to identify the most important parameters in appraising the overall stiffness and bearing capacity of a bridge structure. Table 2 . Summary of common structural health monitoring systems of RC bridges.
Monitoring System Advantages and Limitations
Displacement Sensors [43] • Easy to use and can allow rapid electronic collection of data from a large number of points when connected to a data acquisition system; deflection measurement • Reference dependent and time consuming installation • Cannot be installed under high bridge decks or bridges spanning waterways Acceleration Sensors [43] • Have small size and low weight; mainly for vibration monitoring.
• Identification effect is poor for low-frequency static displacement • Double integration is required to obtain the displacement. Thus, has low accuracy Table 2 . Cont.
Strain Sensors [44] • Can measure vertical displacement of a bridge and the deformation of a frame • Cumbersome to apply and requires a data acquisition system • Unsuitable for measuring the mid-span deformation of long-span bridges Robotic Total Station [45] • High precision, automation and can measure the three-dimensional coordinates • Cannot complete multi-target tasks in a short time • Due to its low measuring frequency, the requirement of dynamic measurement cannot be satisfied GPS Satellite-Surveying [46] • Structural health monitoring systems often relied on cables to connect sensors on bridges to a centralized power and data acquisition source. These wired systems are usually very reliable and are capable of high data collection rates. However, data and power cables, along with supporting conduit installation, remain the primary implementation and cost obstacles for cabled monitoring systems [53] . Fibre-optical sensors (FOS) have been applied for strain, temperature, and vibration measurement. Fibre-optical sensors are less susceptible to electrical noise than strain gauges and accelerometers and thus, can provide distributed measurements along a bridge but their accuracy are questionable [54] . With the increased availability of wireless data networks, sustainable SHM systems have been developed so that pervasive sensor networks allow more efficient monitoring of multiple bridges and bridge segments across large areas. Wireless sensors have alleviated the cost and labour associated with cabled monitoring systems. O'Connor et al. [55] employed a wireless sensor network to measure bridge accelerations, strains and temperatures. However, limitations of using wireless sensors include constraints in power and transmission bandwidth. Solar power supply, vibration, or wind could sustain long-term wireless sensor network operations, while less relevant communication bandwidth constraints could be made by conveying less data. For instance, O'Connor et al. [55] introduced the compressed sensing data acquisition approach to achieve energy efficiency in long-term monitoring applications.
Laser scanning have been used in recent years for several health monitoring and damage detection applications of structures. Laser scanning capabilities such as texture mapped 3D point clouds can be used effectively to document quantitative information on present conditions of bridges where individual laser scans of a scene may be captured from different viewpoints to permit the creation of a complete 3D record of a damaged bridge [56] . Guldur et al. [57] developed a condition rating system of bridge components using detected and quantified surface damage from texture-mapped laser point clouds. The severity of the detected damage of each structural item was classified and assigned a numerical rating value based on the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Offficials (AASHTO) condition rating guidelines [34] . The system provides structural evaluation, giving an overall bridge condition based on major deficiencies. Zhao et al. [52] developed a bridge displacement monitoring system based on laser projection-sensing and recommended the use of long-distance laser devices with higher power and good collimation to monitor displacements in large-span bridges.
Common Applications of SHM Systems
Structural health monitoring applications can be deployed for load rating, short-term assessment of a specific bridge performance aspect (e.g., corrosion or scour) or for long-term monitoring to assess and track a wide range of bridge health conditions. SHM can track previously identified concerns or continuously monitor the bridge performance to detect damage before it reaches critical levels through systems that are deployed pre-emptively during the construction phase. Laory et al. [58] discussed a systematic approach to determine the appropriate number and location of sensors to configure measurement systems in which static measurement data are interpreted for damage detection of continuously monitored bridge structures. Many SHM systems have been deployed on a variety of bridge components, such as long-term monitoring of bridge abutment piles, and remote sensing of corrosion in bridge decks [59] . Integration of different SHM systems or combining them with other techniques can enhance the assessment process. Generally, a monitoring system is designed as an integrated system with all data flowing to a single database and presented through a single user interface.
For instance, Hu and Wang [60] proposed an integrated SHM system which facilitates the combination of data collection and data analysis. Wireless network sensors including accelerometers, strain gauges, and temperature sensors were utilized in a system that can continuously monitor a bridge performance under random loads, where static and dynamic structural response parameters (e.g., vibration acceleration, dynamic displacement, and dynamic strain) can be determined and analyzed. Agdas et al. [33] utilized visual inspection and wireless sensors network and recommended a hybrid evaluation technique that adopts both approaches for optimal functionality to optimize efficiency of BCA. Akula et al. [31] introduced an integration BCA system through a software called Toolkit, which allows inspectors' access to an intelligent interpretation of SHM obtained data and to the BCA data corresponding to equivalent components recorded visually by other respondents. However, while the SHM approach is promising as an effective bridge management tool, it still needs further dedicated research to make it a simple, reliable and low-cost option to become a standard aspect in BMSs.
Non-Destructive Evaluation
Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques enable detection of deterioration processes at their early stages. Non-destructive evaluation methods can be incorporated into the inspection process for example to evaluate stiffness and strength, moisture content, and hidden defects. Non-destructive evaluation is specified in some BMSs through periodical surveys or when visual inspection results indicate irregularities within the structure. Appropriate and effective use of NDE needs three requirements: (i) suitable understanding of the underlying phenomenon, (ii) deploying testing methods correctly, and (iii) applying appropriate and accurate models in the analysis to quantify the detected defects or variation of properties. However, a number of NDE techniques, which exploit various physical phenomena (e.g., acoustic, seismic, electric, thermal, and electromagnetic, etc.), have been explored as a means of improving the reliability of BCA. Generally, such techniques utilize an approach where the objective is to learn about the characteristics of the medium from its response to an applied excitation [61] . Among all bridge components, the performance of bridge decks was identified as the most important long-term bridge performance issue. Thus, to perform a practical review of the existing literature on the wide range of NDE techniques, this section will focus only on bridge decks.
NDE Techniques for Concrete Bridge Decks
The most commonly used NDE methods in onsite assessment and evaluation of concrete bridge decks are illustrated in Figure 4 . electromagnetic, etc.), have been explored as a means of improving the reliability of BCA. Generally, such techniques utilize an approach where the objective is to learn about the characteristics of the medium from its response to an applied excitation [61] . Among all bridge components, the performance of bridge decks was identified as the most important long-term bridge performance issue. Thus, to perform a practical review of the existing literature on the wide range of NDE techniques, this section will focus only on bridge decks.
The most commonly used NDE methods in onsite assessment and evaluation of concrete bridge decks are illustrated in Figure 4 . The use of simple NDE tools such as chain drag and hammer sounding is the predominant practice of condition assessment of concrete bridge decks. While having their own merits, such techniques provide information on the deck condition when deterioration has already progressed. They are also unreliable due to access requirements and inherent subjectivity, being unable to identify correctly the repair priorities [62] . These limitations have motivated pursuing advanced NDE techniques for more reliable BCA. For example, probability of active corrosion can be evaluated by half-cell potential [63] , electrical resistivity [64] , and ground penetrating [65] , while the corrosion rate can be identified by the polarization resistance method [66] . The presence of vertical cracks leads to a reduced modulus of elasticity of concrete, which can be captured using the ultrasonic surface wave method [67] . Delamination can be detected using impact echo [68, 69] , pulse echo [70] ; and infrared thermography tests [71, 72] . Table 3 The use of simple NDE tools such as chain drag and hammer sounding is the predominant practice of condition assessment of concrete bridge decks. While having their own merits, such techniques provide information on the deck condition when deterioration has already progressed. They are also unreliable due to access requirements and inherent subjectivity, being unable to identify correctly the repair priorities [62] . These limitations have motivated pursuing advanced NDE techniques for more reliable BCA. For example, probability of active corrosion can be evaluated by half-cell potential [63] , electrical resistivity [64] , and ground penetrating [65] , while the corrosion rate can be identified by the polarization resistance method [66] . The presence of vertical cracks leads to a reduced modulus of elasticity of concrete, which can be captured using the ultrasonic surface wave method [67] . Delamination can be detected using impact echo [68, 69] , pulse echo [70] ; and infrared thermography tests [71, 72] . Table 3 
NDE Using Remote Sensing Technologies
Remote sensing (RS) is gaining popularity for evaluation of bridge condition. The commonly used RS technologies include 3D-optical bridge evaluation (3DOB), bridge viewer remote camera (BVRC), GigaPan, LIDAR, digital image correlation (DIC), and high-resolution street view-style digital photography [73] . These technologies do not include emplaced sensors such as strain gauges or temperature sensors and can be defined as a form of stand-off SHM and a form of NDE where the device-gathering data are not in contact with the object [74] . Abudayyeh et al. [75] proposed a framework for automated bridge imaging system based on digital image processing. Their models were capable of storing different surface defects in a structured way and generated automated inspection reports. Ahlborn et al. [76] applied different image technologies in assessing the condition of concrete bridge decks and reported that the 3DOB or BVCR techniques based on close range 3D photogrammetry and the GigaPan technique based on street view-style photography are the best technologies for defect measurement for bridge inspections. The DIC technology uses mathematical algorithms to extract displacement information from a series of photographs and can be used to calculate load rating of BCA throughout the service life of the bridge [77] . Hinzen [78] demonstrated the feasibility of damage detection and quantification based on google street view images. However, these technologies should be integrated for complete RC BCA.
NDE Application Approaches
Non-destructive evaluation methods can be applied alone to evaluate certain defects, or can be combined to cover a wider range of testing capabilities in a complementary manner. Although single NDE approaches have their own merits, there is no single NDE technology that is capable of identifying all of the complex deterioration phenomena that can affect a bridge. Many structural problems will be best studied by a particular NDE method, depending upon which physical properties of the construction materials offer the best scheme of reliable defect detection. However, results of BCA from different NDE techniques do not necessarily agree due to the uncertainty associated in data resulting from these techniques [62, 79] . Therefore, due to the composite nature of concrete and the many causes of deterioration, a diverse set of NDE technologies could be employed for a more complete conception of a bridge condition. Many case studies exist in which different techniques have been combined. Table 4 illustrates some studies that adopted the NDE combination approach and the objective of these studies. For example, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has recently developed the "RABIT" bridge deck assessment device. RABIT (Robotics Assisted Bridge Inspection Tool) is a fully autonomous robotic system for the condition assessment of concrete bridge decks using the results of multi-model NDE, which utilizes the electrical resistivity, impact echo, ultrasonic surface waves, and ground penetrating radar technologies. The robot's data visualization platform facilitates an intuitive 3-D presentation of three deterioration types (rebar corrosion, delamination, and concrete degradation) and deck surface features [80] . Pailes [81] developed a multi-NDE BCA model for concrete bridge decks. He identified the correlations between the utilized methods and developed a statistics-based approach to threshold identification for the utilized methods, which were fused and converted into a deterioration based BCA that identifies locations of active corrosion, delamination, and cracking. Results from multi-NDE surveys indicate a high potential to develop more realistic deterioration models for bridges. 
Finite Element Modelling (FEM)
Another tool that is available for BCA is structural modelling. Finite-element modelling (FEM) is a widely used method for the RC BCA. Research has shown that traditional methods of assessing bridge health are conservative in some cases and that a calibrated bridge FEM can provide a more accurate portrayal of bridge response and structural condition. The construction process, erection methods, material properties, geometric accuracy, concrete cracking and creep, and environmental conditions are key factors in the development of robust FE models [91] . For instance, Xia et al. [92] developed a FEM for the quantitative condition assessment of a damaged RC bridge deck, including damage location and extent, residual stiffness evaluation, and load-carrying capacity assessment. The model was validated based on dynamically measured data from the undamaged and damaged decks. The damage location and quantification of the damaged deck were then identified, leading to residual stiffness and load-carrying capacity assessment. Wang et al. [36] developed a FEM to assist the design of load tests and the interpretation of their results. The actual bridge test results, in turn, were used to validate the FE analysis. The measured bridge deflections were found in good agreement with those computed by FE analysis. Alani et al. [93] proposed an integrated bridge health mechanism where a FEM was developed using data from visual inspections and calibrated using NDE survey results.
Bell et al. [48] developed a FEM to calculate the load rating and predict the bridge structural performance which was calibrated via the digital image correlation technique utilized to measure bridge displacements. The system identifies the portion of the bridge which had undergone the greatest amount of deterioration. Ghodoosi et al. [94] evaluated the system reliability of concrete bridges using a FEM and found that the estimated element-level structural conditions degrade faster once corrosion is initiated. FEM can also be used to evaluate the reliability of bridges that use nonconventional materials or structural forms. For example, Ghodoosi et al. [95] developed a FE BCA model for a restrained bridge deck system and calibrated the model with experimental results of static deflection, vibration characteristics, load distribution, and crack patterns. Sousa et al. [91] utilized FEM to assess the long-term performance of prestressed concrete bridges and suggested that data collected using permanently installed monitoring systems is the most reliable strategy to improve such assessments. Subsequently, an integrated framework consisting of both FE modelling and structural monitoring can support management decisions.
Bridge Condition Rating Systems
Bridge condition data are generally categorized into condition ratings and condition categories. Condition ratings are codes describing the in-place versus the as-built bridge. Condition categories describe the condition of bridge elements [96] . In the United States, the national bridge inventory (NBI) rating system requires condition ratings for three major bridge structural components: (i) deck; (ii) superstructure; and (iii) substructure using a 0 to 9-point scale (9 being excellent condition and 0 implies absolute failure). The FHWA (1995) classifies deficient bridges into two categories: structurally deficient and functionally obsolete [97] . A bridge is considered structurally deficient if the condition ratings of at least one of its components has a value of 4 or less. The scale of this condition rating system indicates the urgency of an impending loss of structural integrity, but does not consider a detailed inspection of bridge elements, and thus provides little information about the type and location of possible failure. Hence, it is insufficient to formulate repair strategies, or to estimate costs [98] .
The bridge sufficiency rating (BSR) system evaluates bridge data by calculating four rating factors. It starts with a value of 100, then deductions are made for bridge deficiencies down to a potential lowest value of 0. The four rating components are comprised of structural adequacy and safety (S1) which has a value of 55%, serviceability and functional obsolescence (S2) accounting for a value of 30%, essentiality for public use (S3) that receives a value of 15%, and finally special reductions (S4) with a value of 13% [97] . Bridge rehabilitation is determined when BSR ≤ 80, whereas eligibility for replacement is indicated by BSR < 50 and structural deficiency or functional obsolescence. The main problem associated with the BSR system is that it is based on NBI condition ratings. To overcome some of the drawbacks of the NBI condition rating, the commonly recognized (CoRe) element condition rating system was developed. It consists of more than one hundred standardized element-level conditions. The ratings of all the elements can be integrated through a weighted aggregation process to compute the overall bridge health index (BHI) that represents the health of the entire bridge structure. The BHI ranges from 0 to 100, where 100 indicates the best state, whereas 0 indicates failure condition. BHI is calculated as the ratio of the sum of the current element value to the sum of the total element value. It can be calculated for an element, a single bridge, or a group of bridges. Although the BHI has been considered by the bridge community as an excellent performance measure, it does not take into consideration inherent uncertainties during the inspection process and its calculation method makes it a deterministic process.
However, to improve the CoRe system of bridge elements, a detailed bridge element inspection system called the AASHTO Guide Manual for Bridge Element Inspection (MBEI) was developed in 2011 [34] . The manual was built on the concept of element-level condition rating and further improvement was implemented in 2013 to include National Bridge Elements (NBEs), Bridge Management Elements (BMEs), and Agency-Developed Elements (ADEs). All elements are assigned a standard number representing one of four condition states: good, fair, poor, and severe. NBEs represent the primary structural components of bridges (decks and slabs, superstructure, substructure, railings, bearings, and culverts) necessary to determine the overall condition and safety of the primary load carrying members. BMEs include components of bridges such as joints, wearing surfaces, protective coating systems and deck/slab protection systems that are typically managed by agencies utilizing BMS. ADEs provide the ability to define custom sub-elements in accordance with the NBEs or BMEs. The new elements contained within the MBEI have been introduced into AASHTOWare™ Bridge Management software BrM, formerly known as Pontis, which is currently the primary bridge management software used by transportation agencies across the USA [99] .
In Canada, each Canadian provincial bridge inspection manual has its own condition rating system. For example, in the Ontario Bridge Management System (OBMS), defects are recorded in each of four condition states (i.e., excellent, good, fair, and poor) for each bridge component and performance deficiencies for each component, OSIM [100] . The British Columbia bridge condition index (BCI) is a weighted average of the condition state distribution for various elements where the element replacement cost is used as the weighting factor. The BCI is calculated for various strategies as well as for each budget scenario so that bridge network performance can be compared for different funding levels. Similarly, in Quebec, element, bridge, and network levels are considered where the material condition of a bridge element is assessed based on the severity and extent of the detected defects according to a four-level grading system (i.e., A, B, C, and D). Similar to the condition rating systems developed in the USA, the Canadian bridge condition rating systems do not account for fuzzy information in the evaluation process. Generally, a review of current bridge condition rating systems reveals that they have several drawbacks. For instance, they do not take into consideration subjective information in the assessment process and employ solid linguistic grades that do not account for the gradual transition from one condition category to another. Condition indices obtained from NDE and SHM results can provide more objective and accurate BCA, enabling to monitor the progress of deterioration.
Discussion
The process of BCA is challenging, involving the aggregation of diverse distress indicators. Providing a suitable measure and accurate condition evaluation becomes increasingly complex due to uncertainties attributable to inherent subjectivity in the inspection and/or interpretation processes. The advantages and limitations of the commonly used RC BCA approaches are summarized in Table 5 . The main tool for evaluating bridge condition is VI, which suffers from limitations such as the required time of inspection, the assessment subjectivity, a number of safety risks associated with field inspections, and the need for a clear line of sight. This could affect the efficiency of decision-making and resource allocation. For instance, VI is effective in identifying external defects such as surface cracks, scaling and spalls, but it cannot detect subsurface flaws such as voids, cracks, delamination, or rebar corrosion.
The RC BCA based on NDE technology can enhance accuracy and yield more efficient condition rating. Simultaneously deploying multiple NDE technologies enables accurate detection and characterization of deterioration and provides a better understanding of bridge conditions. This also makes the assessment of a large population of bridges feasible. However, the practitioner must deal with substantially larger and more complex data, understand how to properly fuse and interpret the data fusion. Automated data collection and analysis using multiple NDE methods integrated into robotic systems can overcome those obstacles. Integrated remote sensing technologies are also gaining popularity as they provide higher evaluation details and more comprehensive defect detection. SHM is becoming common in bridge monitoring. For instance, using wireless SHM to monitor the progression of deficiencies identified during a visual inspection allows for continuous monitoring of identified defects, while maintaining a safe use of the bridge. Yet, SHM systems have some limitations which can hinder their adoption as part of BMSs. These include system complexity which depends on the desired functionality characteristics, system maintenance to sustain long-term operation, and the requirement of automated data analysis to locate potential damages. However, the use of compressed sensing can simultaneously reduce data sampling rates, on-board storage requirements, and communication data payloads. Using traffic-induced vibration response data has several practical advantages:
1.
It does not interrupt traffic; 2.
Captures in situ dynamic behaviour of the bridge undergoing in its normal service; 3.
Can be performed continuously, scheduled periodically, or triggered automatically; and 4.
Requires no special experimental arrangements. It should be noted that data collected using either NDE methods or SHM systems is the most reliable strategy to improve and update concrete bridge FEM assessment. Description: trained engineers recognize, register, and evaluate the physical condition of different bridge elements using inspection manuals and defined codes. The primary and most common interval for inspections is 24 months. Advantages: the most significant aid for bridge condition evaluation. BMSs rely primarily on VI to record bridge component condition ratings, which are quantified and standardized through a priority-ranking procedure. Limitations: subjective evaluation; results greatly depend on the qualifications of those conducting inspections; the findings may not be identical. Consider only the observed physical health of the bridge and cannot detect hidden defects. 
Finite Element Modelling (FEM)
Description: numerical analysis to investigate the behaviour and response of a bridge structural system. Usually calibrated using results of field inspection supported by NDE technologies or by static or dynamic tests on the structure. Advantages: allows detailed visualization, can be created using data from visual inspection and then parameterised and calibrated using information from NDE and SHM results. A FEM is able to satisfactorily capture short-term performance (e.g., load tests).
Limitations: FE models typically require calibration. Long-term assessment is a challenge due to advances in structural materials and construction methods.
Challenges Requiring Further Research and Development
The present review highlights some tangible findings including:
1. The commonly used condition rating systems are qualitative in their definition, subjective in their evaluation, and are generally inadequate as a measure of bridge performance since they still largely depend on visual inspection [80] ; 2.
The BHI and Ontario BCI are easy to implement. Yet, their computations make them deterministic condition indices that do not take into account the inherent uncertainty associated with inspection results [101] ; 3.
The existing measurement methods for bridge displacement failed to realize long-term and real-time dynamic monitoring of bridge structures, essentially because of their low degree of automation and insufficient precision [52]; 4.
There are discrepancies among the different load rating methods where the reasons for these differences should be addressed [36] At present, NDE methods, such as impact echo, radar, ultrasonic, resistivity and infrared are being commonly used for quantitative evaluation of bridge condition to augment visual inspection data [58] ; and 8.
Most current research efforts aimed at verifying the capability of integrating NDE techniques to have objective condition assessment systems and determine bridge elements or components condition based on their resilience [81] . 9.
A pre-fire risk assessment strategy should be developed to evaluate the susceptibility of a bridge to fire hazards [29] .
Bridge engineering is rapidly evolving and much work is ongoing in the specific matter of bridge assessment. Figure 5 illustrates the developed conceptual framework to identify challenges that require further concerted research efforts and development. The prospects for improvement was identified as follows:
Defining solid criteria for the assessment of general bridge condition based on visual inspection; 2.
Advancing the use of NDE and SHM in mainstream bridge engineering; 3.
Developing various fully automated data collection systems based on integrated NDE techniques; 4.
Developing advanced and simplified data analysis and interpretation; 5.
Integrating of diverse monitoring systems; 6.
Developing innovative software for integrating SHM/NDE data and aiding in its interpretation; 7.
Developing correlations between the bridge damage and internal deterioration processes; 8.
Documenting the cost-benefit of the latest applied techniques and augmenting their future 9.
Considering the structural robustness and redundancy concepts in the bridge assessment process; and 10. Focusing future research studies on most relevant problems. Indeed, fully automated data collection and interpretation analysis are the primary requirements to improve current BMSs.
These will provide rapid and accurate BCA and enable monitoring of deterioration progression through periodical surveys and thus, allow the surveys of hundreds of bridges to become feasible. Consequently, this should yield tremendous reduction in costs associated with the application of NDE technologies and in the frequency and duration of traffic interruptions.
Selection of Appropriate Condition Assessment Technique
As previously discussed, different deterioration processes lead to different types of bridge component defects, which affect the ability of the evaluation techniques to detect and characterize them. The decision of which technique is more appropriate for BCA is highly dependent on the nature of the available data and is driven by certain factors:
The mechanism of deterioration in the bridge being investigated; 2.
Expected output from the evaluation method; 3.
How the assessment data will be used; 4.
Level of complexity and available time to conduct the evaluation, and 5.
The geographic location as well as the traffic density and environmental conditions.
For instance, corrosion can be tracked by monitoring the electrical outputs in a cathodic protection system, whereas scour monitoring involves using acoustic, pier-mounted sensors to track scour depth in the regions of bridge piers and abutments. Cameras are useful for displacement monitoring, whereas strain gauges are suitable for deformations. For bridge decks, if delamination is of greatest concern, impact echo or infrared with a higher degree of automation are appropriate, while radar is suitable if corrosion of greatest concern. Table 6 recommends specific BCA methods for some of the common deterioration mechanisms in different concrete bridge structures. Magnetic techniques (using magnetic reluctance meters).
Damages in long-span suspension bridges
Health monitoring techniques (using strain sensors) and FEM. Initial yield in posttensioned concrete beams Acoustic emission techniques (stress waves).
Subsurface defects in superstructure components Remote sensing and health monitoring technologies. Unknown foundation depth, integrity and type.
Parallel seismic and ultra-seismic techniques.
Conclusions
Bridge condition assessment procedures have existed for many decades. It was enlightening to realize the extent of ongoing work that is expanding rapidly considering the staggering resources needed to repair ageing bridges, which often exceed the capabilities of bridge owners. BCA is a scientific and technical procedure aimed at producing evidence of bridge health, assessing its structural reliability, and tailoring procedures to prolong its life. According to this framework, this study has provided a much needed review of recent research accomplishments in this field. The Table 6 . Appropriate investigation methods for some deterioration mechanisms in RC bridges.
Concerned Assessment Investigation Method
Map patterns of distress such as surface cracks, spalling, scaling, and erosion Integrated visual inspection and remote sensing technologies. Scour damage Vibration based techniques, scour sensors. Fatigue damage Acoustic emission techniques (stress waves).
Potential of corrosion
Half-Cell Potential, electrical resistivity Delamination and cracks detection Air-coupled impact-echo and infrared thermography. Corrosion detection in prestressing strands (in adjacent concrete box-beam bridges) Magnetic techniques (using magnetic reluctance meters). Damages in long-span suspension bridges Health monitoring techniques (using strain sensors) and FEM. Initial yield in posttensioned concrete beams Acoustic emission techniques (stress waves). Subsurface defects in superstructure components Remote sensing and health monitoring technologies. Unknown foundation depth, integrity and type.
Conclusions
Bridge condition assessment procedures have existed for many decades. It was enlightening to realize the extent of ongoing work that is expanding rapidly considering the staggering resources needed to repair ageing bridges, which often exceed the capabilities of bridge owners. BCA is a scientific and technical procedure aimed at producing evidence of bridge health, assessing its structural reliability, and tailoring procedures to prolong its life. According to this framework, this study has provided a much needed review of recent research accomplishments in this field. The reviewed body of knowledge offers recent advances in VI, LT, NDE, SHM, and FEM techniques. Future research should consider data that drive the decision making of bridge owners from research planning to implementation, with particular focus on added value. Only then can the use of these technologies in mainstream bridge engineering practice truly valuable. Innovative design and construction methodologies should be considered by transportation owners along with upgrading existing BMSs to incorporate recent research. For instance, by verifying the accuracy of a bridge FEM with NDE and SHM results, bridge owners can use analysis output for bridge evaluation and decision making. An understanding of the range of capabilities of different NDE techniques and SHM systems will be helpful in directing bridge stakeholders to evaluate the output and, hence, value can actually be delivered. However, caution is recommended before widely using any such methodology. A method should be used only after careful cost-benefit analysis to determine its value in both the short-and long-term. Lastly, the enormous amount of information and knowledge that has already been produced in the BCA field must be integrated into comprehensive decision making systems, which could be used by various participants in the field for quality management and structural assessment purposes of ageing bridges.
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